
Join Google Classroom by Computer 

 

Launch Google Chrome 

Go to classroom.google.com   

Remember that if you’ve NEVER used Google Classroom, you must create an account before 
being able to sign into an account. 

 

Login with ID#@psd202.org   

At the top, click “+” icon and Join Class 

Enter the class code and click Join 

- OR-  

Select your teacher’s Google Classroom 

You are in!  Select Classwork from top to view assignments 

 

 

 

Need help logging in?  Watch a YouTube video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=awmgsegm710 
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Join Google Classroom by Smart Phone or Tablet 
 

Download the Google Classroom App from the App Store or 
Google Play  
 
Once downloaded, login with school email (ID#@psd202.org)  
 
Remember that if you’ve NEVER used Google Classroom, you 
must create an account before being able to sign into an account. 
 
Interface looks almost identical to computer version.  Students can 
access everything from a phone or tablet that can be accessed on a 
computer. 
 
Either join a class with class code or enter already joined classrooms. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Need help logging in?  Watch a YouTube video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sNN089hfw3A 
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Join Google Classroom by Xbox or PlayStation 
 

There is not an app that can be added to the gaming console.  Instead, 
use the built-in browser that comes with the device (Microsoft Edge 
for Xbox and www browser on PlayStation).   
 
Access the search function on the home screen if uncertain how to 
find the online browser.  Use a keyboard or gaming controller to type, 
click and select.  
 
Type classroom.google.com in the URL bar 
 
At the Google prompt, type student’s district email 
(ID#@psd202.org) 
 
Remember that if you’ve NEVER used Google Classroom, 
you must create an account before being able to sign into 
an account. 
 
Classroom home screen will open.  Either join a class with class code or enter already joined 
classrooms. 

 

 

 

 

 

Need help logging in?  Watch a YouTube video: 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZOqzcrf_Wv4 
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